Dear Sawyer Ward,

I would like to submit my application for the decision analyst opening. Please accept this letter and the attached resume.

In the previous role, I was responsible for technical, functional, and business support for data management, data integrity and data accuracy of Army Defense Business Systems implementations in both on-premise and cloud environments.

Please consider my qualifications and experience:

- Basic knowledge of statistical/mathematical decisioning and/or testing methodologies
- Leverages expert business/analytical knowledge to participate or lead discussions with cross-functional teams to understand and collaborates highly complex business objectives and influence solution strategies
- Succinctly delivers analysis/findings in a manner that conveys understanding, influences various levels of management, garners support for recommendations, drives business decisions, and influences business strategy
- This is an individual contributor role working independently (with very limited guidance from manager) on complex work assignments assigned by management
- Proficiency with Microsoft Excel, Access & Outlook
- Collaborates or participates with other analytical leaders in driving the strategic direction small and large scale analyses using mathematical and statistical techniques and/or innovative/quantitative analytical approaches
- Builds and manages a strong decision science analytical team
- Oversees and coordinates analytical tasks which include the evaluation of the business problem, analytical methodology, validation, documentation and presentation of findings and recommendations

Thank you in advance for reviewing my candidacy for this position.